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What have we learned?
 
As Holly Crowe notes below in an article about faculty in the Bridge to Canadian Nursing program, it has
been more than 400 days since we were together on campus.  This time has certainly afforded many
lessons, some we never intended to learn. For language faculty there have been discipline-speci�c
challenges, leaving Justine Huet asking new questions like, "Are you even my student?"  For faculty
parents as for many others, Jennifer McCormick writes, balancing responsibilities has been a near-
impossible juggling act. But, as AnneMarie Dorland points out, when we are learning new things there can
be a thin line between breakdowns and breakthroughs.
 
As an organization, the MRFA is learning too.  In this issue, we try to learn lessons from our history from
faculty who lived through the experience of the Klein-era cuts as we face similar challenges in the present. 
Two past presidents of the MRFA, Melanie Peacock and Marc Schroeder, draw on their experience to
suggest how we must organize ourselves to face these challenges.
 
Some faculty might not be aware of recent controversies surrounding the annual Congress.  Shelley Rathie
provides an overview and some links to the places where the ongoing conversations may result in some
lessons learned for the Federation of the Humanities and Social Sciences. Finally, the Communications
Committee share some lessons learned about the design process after the experience of working with
Victoria Yelle, the Information Design student who has created our new logo. 
 
Please let us know what you've learned and send feedback on these stories or ideas for our next issue to
communications@mrfa.net
 

THE KLEIN CUTS AND THE MRFA: A (MOSTLY) ORAL HISTORY 

By Kirk Niergarth, featuring the recollections of Greg Flanagan, Michael Fellows, and Kelly Hewson.

Academics in Alberta are confronted with a “budget blitzing government intent on linking funding with courses
that produce instantly employable graduates.”  No, not 2021, but 1993. 

Faced with massive cuts to their sector and their institution, how did Mount Royal faculty respond?  
Special thanks to Professor Meg Wilcox for editing the video version linked below.

READ THE ARTICLE

WATCH THE DOCUMENTARY

FROM BREAKDOWNS
TO BREAKTHROUGHS

AnneMarie Dorland

"These types of breakdowns are an
integral component of collective or
individual processes of making
sense in the world....Those are
really breakthroughs, and they are
worth every tear."

READ THE ARTICLE

PULLED IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS:
BEING A PARENT AND FACULTY MEMBER

DURING THE PANDEMIC

Jennifer McCormick

"I care about my work and I want to do a good job.... I care about my kids

and I want to provide a loving and supportive environment for them....

Many times since last March, it felt like I had to choose between the two."

READ THE ARTICLE

“ARE YOU EVEN MY
STUDENT?” –

TEACHING
LANGUAGES

ONLINE

Justine Huet

"So, picture yourself in the following

situation...

Prof X (congenially): « Hello X ! How

has your day been going? ».

Student X (impassionedly): « It hath

the primal eldest curse upon’t

professor».

If this sounds like a farce, it is certainly

not one to language instructors at

MRU who all teach synchronously."

READ THE ARTICLE

FOUR HUNDRED
AND TWO DAYS
LATER...

Holly Crowe

"For  colleagues in the Bridge to
Canadian Nursing (BCN)
program...four hundred and two
days has given us much to re�ect
on in terms of what we have lost,
what we have gained, and what
might never be the same.
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Past Presidents on Advocacy and Organizing

ADVOCACY BUILT ON

INVOLVEMENT

Melanie Peacock

" Functioning as a collective is critical....Carefully

considered and coordinated action is needed. Many

stakeholders (students, government, the public and

other post-secondary institutions) are watching, will

learn from, and be affected by this planned and

synchronized approach.."

READ THIS ARTICLE

WHERE TO PLACE YOUR TRUST:

IN MAGIC OR ORGANIZING
Marc Schroeder

"Like any hope that bargaining impasse will resolve

itself without a change in conditions, any hope that

capacity for widespread mobilization will

spontaneously materialize would constitute magical

thinking on everyone’s part."

.
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Logo Lessons:  Working With a Professional

Information Designer

MRFA Communications Committee

One of the bene�ts of working at our university is having opportunities to

witness amazing students develop skills and obtain knowledge that can

help them make a real difference in the world.  Thanks to you, Victoria

Yelle, for your wonderful work on our logo and for reminding us of the

value of the collective enterprise of faculty and students at MRU.
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WATCH THE VIDEO

EXODUS FROM

CONGRESS?
Shelley Rathie

"Annually, the federation holds a

conference, known as Congress, which

is the largest annual academic

gathering in Canada and its

multidisciplinary character marks it as

unique in the world.On the heels of the

incident of racial pro�ling at Congress

2019, and Congress’s delayed

response to demands to confront anti-

Black and Indigenous racism, the

Black Canadian Studies Association

(BCSA) announced in February 2021,

their refusal to participate in Congress

2021. In a show of solidarity, more

than 17 other associations also

announced their refusal to participate

in this year’s Congress." 

.
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Faculty Forum Questions: 

Tell us what have you learned while

teaching remotely: about yourself, your

students, or online delivery & technology? 

Tell us what you miss most about being on

campus: your peers, your students, campus

services, the faculty centre....?
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